Abstract-This paper introduces the basic scientific idea of the multi-scale to the field of big data analyzes, proposes a multi-scale framework of data analyzes in big data environment, present the multi-scale algorithm framework of knowledge conversion theory and apply the algorithm framework to the multi dimension association rules analysis. The proposed multi-scale association rule analysis algorithm uses the benchmark data set of analyzing results and the influence weight of benchmark data sets for target scale data sets to derived the association rules behind object scale data set, realize knowledge across scales derived and provide the possibility for multi-scale decision.
INTRODUCTION
Multi scale is a common phenomenon in the objective world, in recent years has been widespread concern in academic circles, and gradually developed into an independent research topicmulti-scale science. Scholars of mathematics, physics, chemistry and other fields have been introduced the multi-scale theory into their own discipline and carry out a series of related research [1] . The rapid development of data fusion technology [2] and the associated model [3] application has greatly promoted the research of multi-scale domains; the collection, transmission, synthesis, filtering, correlation and synthesis of multiple information sources greatly reduce the time consumption of the scale conversion, and improve the accuracy of the data results.
Aiming at the multi-scale research on the field of data analysis, [4] using inherent multi-scale characteristic and concept hierarchy of spatial data, proposed point-object association rules analysis algorithm oriented multi-scale spatial, realized the scaling up of association rules in spatial data. [5] In conjunction with scale conversion mechanism of geography science field, proposed multi-scale clustering analysis algorithm based on enhanced weighted vector. [6] uses hierarchical multiscale combination classification method, proposed an adaptive multi-scale segmentation combined classification algorithms, reduces the training time and get a better performance of the classifier. For the problem of the unstable of long range dependence in the existing self-similar network, [7] built network flow model and flow prediction based on discrete wavelet transform multi-scale analysis. Based on Least mean fast Wavelet Transform, considering the characteristics of the input flow and redundant wavelet transform, [8] carry out multiscale analyzing and forecasting for self-similar network traffic. Derived from the improved Mahalanobis distance measurement to conduct fast multi-scale clustering, [9] realized data segmentation model of electronic back scatter diffraction through the presentation of data quaternion. [10] Generate an image map and track information table by scanning multi-scale data, and conduct analysis for frequent pattern and multi-scale events in the type of Depth-First-Search. In [11] , an iterative and interactive hierarchical multi-scale classifier is proposed to realize the multi-scale segmentation of remote sensing images, and the classification accuracy is improved compared with the general segmentation algorithm; Based on conditional random field, the context classification of multi temporal and spatial scales of geo optical remote sensing images with different periods and resolutions was realized.
With the arrival of the era of big data, the research on the application of data analyzing is more and more in-depth, and basically committed to exploring new technologies, new methods in efficiency and accuracy to achieve across. The research of multi-scale data analysis has just started, and it is very important and urgent to explore the multi-scale data analysis method which can deal with massive data, so as to support multi-scale decision making and improve the efficiency and accuracy.
II. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION
The task of Multi-scale data analyzing is to use scaling mechanism to anti-conduct the analysis results from benchmark scale data set to other target scale data set. This section will detail describe the scaling mechanism, namely the theoretical foundation of knowledge scaling [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Scaling method most commonly used method is based on spatial statistics method, to estimate the statistical law is an optimization technique, the basic assumption is built on the spatial correlation of the prior model [19, 20] . The main idea of the relevant parameters related parameters sampling points are closer than distant sampling points are more similar, and the same degree of similarity or the size of its random spatial covariance, you can be certain lag by comparing the distance separated different values of the variables and multiple scales of measurement variability regionalized random variables to determine, and therefore become a good solution for scale conversion [21] [22] [23] .
A. The general essence of multi scale data analysis
Kriging interpolation method is based on the structural information sampling data reflect regional variables (variogram and covariance functions provided), based on limited data sampling point to be estimated in the neighborhood of the point or block segment, consider sample points positional relationship between space, estimated to be the point of spatial relationships and treat an estimated optimal point unbiased estimate, and gives the estimation accuracy [24] [25] [26] . Because of different purposes and conditions, have produced a variety of Kriging method: to meet the steady (or intrinsic) the assumption of second order, the use of ordinary Kriging method; in non-stationary phenomenon, the available pan-g Rigby law; in the calculation of recoverable reserves, to use non-linear estimator, you can use disjunctive kriging; when regionalized variables obey a logarithmic normal distribution, the number of available kriging; when comparing data little, small distribution rules, but it does not require the estimation accuracy of available random Kriging method [27] .
Kriging is the essence of valuation to be estimated by weighted summation point near point, so that the core of the weighting coefficient λ is determined. Spatial data refers to data indicating the location of spatial entities, shape, size and distribution of many aspects of information, it has a characteristic time scale, spatial scale relations. Mutual positional relationship between the data space, and have some distribution [28] . Therefore, the use of Kriging spatial scale data push, push down is very appropriate [29] .
For general data set, in theory it does not have significant spatial and time scales characteristic [30] . Because most used for classification, clustering, association rules or data set size does not attribute value of spatial data, location information of other data analysis methods. In the traditional sense of space or time scale refers to units in the study of an object or phenomenon employed. However, with further research, we found that the original definition of the scale is not accurate enough or not comprehensive enough. This paper proposes the use of the concept of hierarchical distinction between the size of the scale, in fact, it extends the concept of scale, namely the concept of layering concept has partial order can be considered to be included in scale, such as: the composition of the administrative structure of the school (school, college, professional, department, class) and the like. According to the concept of hierarchical knowledge, we can assume that any data set is a multi-scale data set of mathematical partial order. One of the most exceptional cases are juxtaposed relationship between the concept of hierarchical scale that contains the relationship between the presence of any scale are not. Strictly speaking, multi-scale of some of the data does not have practical significance, that is, in practical applications, multi-scale data are generally not of practical significance and practical significance. Through the above analysis, we can draw the essence of the scale is the size of a unit of measurement range covered. Although the scale of the performance of spatial data in time and space in the areas, in general, the performance data for other category scale, but their principles and nature has not changed. That objective scale data is weighted summation of benchmarking scale data. Therefore, after making the appropriate data set general concept hierarchy to form a multi-scale data sets generated between the sample data structure information regionalized variables, according to the distribution of data, select the appropriate kriging, thus achieving the general scaling data.
B. The typical scaling up and scaling down method
The most typical scaling up and scaling down are respectively region ordinary Kriging method and point ordinary Kriging method, we are collectively referred to as the Kriging method. Kriging method is spatial local estimation method established on the basis of variation function theory and structural analysis, and an unbiased optimal estimation for regionalization variable aggregation in limited area. This method first defines a linear estimator: * ∑
Where, is the data of example point, *
is to be estimated, is the weight for every example point, and ∑ 1 . For any estimation, there exist a deviation between real value and the estimated value. * is a linear unbiased estimates of the optimal to the actually true value . Formula (1) is called as Kriging equation. Kriging coefficient can be expressed in the form of the following matrix multiplication:
Following respectively introduce some point ordinary Kriging method and region ordinary Kriging method, and application mode in scaling up method and scaling down method. These foundations are the theoretical basis of the multi-scale data analysis.
1) Theoretical basis of scaling down analysis algorithm: point ordinary Kriging method
Using point ordinary Kriging method to implement scaling down, it is a key to determine the Kriging coefficient. E ij is the covariance between the example point c and example point d of meta scale S in the K matrix. f(x i ,x) is the covariance between sample point i in the meta scale S and target scale S' to be estimated. The detail form of E and F is as follows:
Then, the specific calculation formula of weight matrix in the scaling down analysis algorithms is as follows:
2) Theoretical basis of scaling up analysis algorithm: domain ordinary Kriging method Using domain ordinary Kriging method to realize scaling up, also need to determine Kriging coefficient. In this way, determine the matrix E is the same as the scaling up method in the point ordinary Kriging, that is to determine E by the covariance between each sample point from S' in the meta scale; F is determined in a completely different way, but by the impact factor to be estimated for target scale in each example point in the meta scale S'. We call this impact factor as the Influence Information, as shown in formula (6):
The formula for determine Kriging coefficient by using the method of domain kriging method is shown as in formula (7):
Multi scale association rule analysis We take domain Kriging method and point Kriging method as theoretical foundation of scaling up and scaling down, apply multi-scale data analysis algorithm framework in association rules analysis, and propose Association Rules Analysis Multi scale algorithm.
Multi scale data analysis algorithm framework can be summarized as three key steps:
1. Determine the benchmark BenchScale, process benchmark data sets;
2. Compared to the target scale TargetScale and benchmark Bench Scale, determined multi-scale analysis task of analysis direction, namely is to judge scaling up analysis or scaling down analysis;
3. Knowledge in the corresponding direction so the multiscale transformation derived target scale data set behind the knowledge. The core of the algorithm is the knowledge of multi scale conversion, above has introduced in detail the scaling mechanism based on the theory, the key is to determine the Kriging equation in the weight coefficient matrix lambda, that is to say, whatever scale or scales push, we need to first determine the associated covariance matrix K benchmark data sets, and for D matrix to determine the calculation method in D for benchmark data set of object scale data set of influence factors matrix; calculated method D is a benchmark data set and target scale data set between the covariance matrix.
Multi scale data analysis algorithm framework is based on multi-scale association rule analysis algorithm. First clear association rules analysis in the target knowledge for association rules and analysis association rules in the process of time and computational resources consumed mainly in frequent item set analysis, so multi-scale association rules analysis algorithm to solve the core problem is the benchmark data set of frequent item sets derived object scale data set of frequent item sets and frequent item sets multi-scale conversion, and wrong target scale data set analysis.
So, the basic idea of multi-scale algorithm for analysis association rules is: first, clear benchmark scale BenchmarkScale, suitable frequent item set analysis algorithm for analysis benchmark data sets DataSet BenchmarkScale here can choose any efficient frequent item set analysis algorithm; then clear target scale Scale target and the scale of target data set dataset scaletarget , determine the scale of association rule analysis direction; finally, the calculation of the benchmark data set analysis dataset BenchmarkScale results of object scale data set dataset Scale knowledge of weight coefficient matrix lambda, where knowledge is frequent item sets, lambda for estimating target scale data from frequent item sets of key parameters, support. Here, we calculate the weight coefficient of standard Kriging method do some improvement: K will be designated as a benchmark data set between the similarity matrix instead of the covariance matrix, can more accurately the reaction benchmark data set between similar and correlation; push process, the D matrix specified as benchmark data set of object scale data set of impact factor matrix, in pushdown processes, matrix D specified on the grounds of domain knowledge to determine the benchmark data sets with target scale data set between the similarity matrix. The problem description and basic steps of multi scale association rule analysis algorithm are as follows:
Problem Description: data set DataSet, target scale of data set datasetscaletarget, hoping to get the target scale data meet minimum support degree and minimum reliability association rules by multi dimension association rules analysis.
Basic steps of algorithms:
1. select the benchmark scale Benchmark Scale , determine the benchmark scale data set dataset BenchmarkScale . Benefitting analysis as the principle, according to the available computing resources, select the scale which can present the maximum utility of the existing computing resources as the scale of the benchmark.
2. Analysis all benchmark data sets by the minimum support degree, obtain frequent item set, and take the number of frequent item set union as the frequent item set candidate set of target scale data set. This candidate item set can greatest reflects the circumstances which target scale data implied frequent item sets;
3. Due to either scaling up or scaling down, it is necessary to determine the similarity matrix between benchmark data sets, so this step is to calculate the similarity between benchmark data sets; from a statistical point of view, frequent item sets is a statistical result of data set on behalf of the distribution of data set with the characteristics of itself; in statistics, similarity coefficient is mainly used to compare the similarity and dispersion in the finite sample set. The coefficient between the finite set is equal to the intersection of two sets of elements contained in the number and the number of elements contained in the union ratio, such as shown in formula (1) . The actual study researchers have applied the coefficient to data analysis. This paper uses the similarity which is between benchmark scale data sets and frequent item sets to estimate the similarity between the original data sets.
Similarity(C,D)=|CD|/|CD| (1)
Using formula (2) computing similarity coefficient:
4. Determine the analysis direction. The impact factor is benchmark dataset on the upper scale the data on the amount of data on the ratio reflects the influence degree, tendency of upper scale data sets such as division of population data of a certain area in national scale, while the Han population accounts for the vast majority of the region's population, then the "national" benchmark dataset of Chinese Population data on the overall population accounted for relatively large, equal in Han population in the region to the influence degree of the population as a whole in the analysis of population data, and Han population showed the characteristic of the data also reflects the overall population data trend. Bunches matrix elements mainly based quasi scale data set in the upper scale data quantity accounted for ratio, pushed down elements is both the similarity coefficient;
5. Determine weight matrix of the benchmark scale data sets to the target scale datasets;
6. Screening final frequent item sets of goal scale data sets and generate association rules. Final estimated frequent item sets support for all candidates in the same set of minimum support comparison, select frequent item set is not less than the set composed and produced in accordance with the minimum confidence association rules, pseudo codes for this algorithm are as follows:
III. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS
Compared with the classical data analysis algorithms, the advantage is that the proposed algorithm is only a reference scale analysis data sets. You can get a number of different levels of scale datasets behind implicit association rules. If you use the classic data analysis algorithms to achieve the same effect, you need multiple scales respectively data sets analysis, namely multiple analysis, which will cause a huge time and space overhead.
In addition, the proposed algorithm itself enforcement mechanisms to deal with the first reference scale data sets, and then the results of the multi-scale analysis are derived, if the idea of parallel computing applied this algorithm, the number of reference scale analysis parallel data sets, and then collect the results of parallel processing scale up or scale down be converted and derivation, will have a more significant efficiency has increased significantly. This large data processing is very useful. Thus, the proposed algorithm is very suitable for parallel computing, parallel multi-scale data analysis to solve program is feasible and practical significance.
The multi-scale characteristic refers to the data set itself some attribute or attribute set is related to geographical space, or time, or other relative size and size range, said clear scale meaning. In fact, the main research of multi-scale data analysis is a multi-scale and multi scale data to achieve the conversion of knowledge. Based on the theory of multi-scale data reached a preliminary multi-scale data to achieve this goal, from this perspective, scale process with multi-scale characteristic data sets has a clear basis for partitioning results in the data set also has a clear meaning of the scale; and for similar IBMT10I4D100K data set so that the multi-scale characteristic is not very obviously the data set is divided into sequential scale, process and result of meaning is not very clear. We use multiscale data analysis algorithm framework and specific association Rule analysis and realize the conversion of knowledge at multiple scales, from the point of view of algorithm analysis, algorithm implemented with the multi-scale characteristic of the data set, no matter from the process or results, both have more practical significance, especially the need for multiple criteria decision. Therefore, whether in theory or in practical algorithms, the theory of multi-scale data and multi-scale data analysis algorithm are more suitable to have multi scale characteristics of the data set.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this paper, the feasibility, accuracy and efficiency of the ARAMS algorithm are verified by using the Z province data set and IBMT10I4D100K data set. Z province full population data set is a complete record of the population management and household registration and other spatial attribute information; geographical attributes can form the concept of stratification, has a good multi scale characteristics. The running environment of the experiment is Intel i7 CPU 3. 40GHz, 8G memory, Windows 8 operating system, ORACLE 11g database system, using Octave implementation algorithm. This paper uses the ARAMS algorithm to analysis the benchmark data set by adopting the classical Apriori algorithm.
Compared with the experimental results of population data set figure 1 and Figure 2 , it can be found that the accuracy of the ARAMS algorithm for scaling up operation is better than the scaling down, but the accuracy of the scaling up and scaling down parts are relatively high. From Figure 1 (a), (b) shows that the upper part of the coverage and accuracy are more than 90%, and in some cases even reached 100%. From Figure 2 (a), (b) reflected in the coverage and accuracy is slightly worse than on the scaling up, but also is more than 80%. Above experiment results verify the accuracy and feasibility of the algorithm. It shows that the ARAMS algorithm is able to obtain the real frequent itemsets of target scale data set from the frequent item sets contained in the benchmark data set. There is a steep drop phenomenon in Figure 1 (a), (b) when the support is about 20%. It is due to the Y shaft size is very fine, so the subtle changes of y value in the figure will show a large change. In fact, it only changed 5%. Figure 2 (b) shows that with the increase of the minimum support degree, the accuracy is on the upward trend, which is caused by the decrease of the proportion of false positive and false negative term sets in the overall result of frequent items. In Figure 1 (c) and Figure 2 (c) show that the average estimation error is low, especially on the experimental results of the scaling up algorithm, illustrate that the ARAMS algorithm has a good performance in the estimation of the support. In the aspect of execution efficiency, we can see from figure 1 (d) , the advantage of proposed algorithms is more obvious than Apriori. From Figure 2 (d) , it can be seen that the proposed algorithm has higher efficiency. This paper introduces the basic idea of multi-scale space theory to the field of data analysis. This paper proposes data scale partitioning and data scale definition based on concept hierarchy, present the relationship between the upper and lower of scale data, and establish the theory foundation for the multi scale data space. This paper also proposes the definition and classification for multi scale data analysis, proposes algorithm framework for multi scale data analysis and present the association rule analysis algorithm for multi scale big data. The algorithm uses benchmark data sets analysis result and the influence weight of benchmark scale data set to the target scale data set to derive the association rules behind object scale data set, realize knowledge across scales derived and provides the possibility for multiple criteria decision. Finally, we conduct experiments to verify the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed algorithm. The experimental results show that the algorithm has a high coverage and accuracy, and has a low support degree estimation error, and the efficiency is higher than the traditional Apriori algorithm.
The next step, we will focus on the following aspects: research on multi-scale data analysis scaling up and scaling down, analysis the variation rule of cumulative error and accuracy in the case of cross scale; research more perfect multiscale data theory system; multi-scale data analysis algorithm framework is applied in such as classification, clustering and other data analysis application, explore the multiscale classification and clustering analysis algorithm, and improve these experiments of the algorithms; further improve the coverage rate, accuracy degree and efficiency of the multiscale association rule analysis algorithm in the practical application, also explore better weight coefficient calculation, reduces the estimation error of support degree from theory and practice.
